
Beyond clean, we are dedicated to being the best at 
simplifying the lives of our customers.

We are committed to doing this by:
 
u    Investing the time to listen, understand and respond 

to our customers, unique cleaning and hygiene needs

u  Taking a personal interest to ensure the facilities they 
care for are consistently clean, safe and attractive

u  Constantly innovating to set new standards that 
bring them enhanced value

u  Customer partnering to exceed their customers, 
expectations, every day, everywhere

The Diversey 
Advantage
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Room Care is a total system designed to offer the 
complete cleaning solution to all housekeeping, 
cleaning, sanitising and polishing problems - from 
glass to toilet cleaning, from ready to use to the refill 
option - this range covers them all.

`` Effective cleaning and refreshing of guest rooms
`` Simple and safe-to-use daily cleaning products
`` Optimised and predictable cleaning costs

Effective cleaning and refreshing of guest 
rooms

Diversey Room Care programme consists of systems and 
highly effective products designed to tackle every guest 
room cleaning task, quickly and easy. The main products’ 
same fresh, reinforcing fragrance offer a pleasant welcome 
to every guest.

Simple and safe-to-use daily cleaning products

Just a few highly effective products take on all the daily 
guest room cleaning jobs. They give you optimal results 
while being simple and safe to use. There is minimal risk 
of skin contact while refilling the highly concentrated 
products. Products and labels are all colour coded to make 
them easy to identify and use, helping to avoid confusion 
and costly application errors.

Optimised and predictable cleaning costs

High performance product formulations, accurate dosing 
and sensible packaging significantly reduce product 
consumption and waste.

The complete Room Care range at a glance

Ready to use

`` A ‘ready to use’ range of handy bottles and sprays for easy, 
effective instant action

`` Bottle tops as well as labels are colour coded for fast 
identification and avoiding costly application errors

`` Bottle tops are specific to application, such as spray, flip 
top or directional spout

Divermite dosing system

`` Easy to install wall-mounted Divermite dispenser
`` Neither water connection or electricity needed
`` Unique bottle lock out system to make sure only the 

appropriate bottle can be refilled

Product range

`` The most frequently-used products come as highly 
concentrated liquids in 1.5L pouches
`` One pouch produces 15L - 30L of ready to use cleaning 

solution
`` The pouches are easy to handle and store and produce 

minimum waste
`` 1.5L pouch of colour-coded concentrate slots into the 

dispenser in seconds and ensures accurate dosing  
every time 

Refill bottles

`` Application-specific ergonomic 
re-useable 300ml bottles with 
unique key necks ensure the 
right product is dispensed into 
each bottle
`` Refill bottle tops as well as 

labels are colour coded for easy 
identification and avoid costly 
application errors
`` Bottle tops are specific to 

application, such as spray, flip 
top or directional spout

Product Description Ready to use Divermite dosing system Key Areas

Toilet Cleaner
Acidic; daily use for cleaning of toilet bowls and urinals R1 R1-Plus Toilet Cleaning

Heavy-Duty Toilet Cleaner
Highly acidic; heavy-duty for removal of limescale, 
stains and other residues in toilet bowls and urinals

R6 R1-Plus Toilet Cleaning

Hygienic Hard Surface Cleaner
Mildly alkaline; for hygienic cleaning of oily and water-
soluble residues

R2 R2-Plus Surfaces

Hard Surface Cleaner
Mildly alkaline; for cleaning of oily and water-solution
residues

R2L R2-PlusL Surfaces

Multi-Surface/Glass Cleaner
Neutral; streak-free cleaning of glass and other high
gloss surfaces

R3 R3-Plus Surfaces

Acidic Bathroom Cleaner
Mildly acidic; daily use for cleaning of bathrooms in 
hard water areas.

R9 R9-Plus Surfaces

Cream Cleaner
Mildly alkaline; non-abrasive cream cleaner for removal
of stubborn soil and stains

JD R7 Surfaces

Furniture Polish
Neutral; easy maintenance of wood and laminate
surfaces

R4 Surfaces

Air Freshener
Neutral, spray air freshener and deodoriser, fresh
fragrance

R5 R5-Plus Air

Spring Air Freshener
Neutral, spray air freshener and deodoriser, floral
fragrance

R5.1 R5.1-Plus Air

Effective training materials in  
various languages

We support our Room Care range withexcellent 
material in various languages for both operators 
and training management.
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Room Care Cleaning Guide

Roomcare R4 Furniture Polish 

Use: Wooden surfaces

Roomcare R5 Air Freshener / Roomcare R5.1 Air Freshener
Use: Finishing touches

Roomcare R7 Cream Cleaner

Use: Bathroom fi ttings

Roomcare R9 Acidic Bathroom Cleaner

Use:  Bathroom fi ttings and general bathroom cleaning

Goodsense Fresh

Use: Room and fabric freshener

Oxivir Spray

Use: Body spillages

Roomcare R2 Hygienic Hard Surface Cleaner

Use:  Hard surfaces, bathroom 
fi ttings and general cleaning

Roomcare R3 Multi Surface / Glass Cleaner

Use:  Glass and mirrors, damp 
dusting on hard surfaces in 
bedroom

 Roomcare R1 Toilet Cleaner / Roomcare R6 Heavy Duty Toilet Cleaner
Use: Toilets

Soft Care Hand and Skin Care (Dove, Lux)

Use: Hand and skin care

Room Cleaning
   Check trolley and top up supplies
  Open windows, gather litter and remove  Flush toilet and apply toilet cleaner
  Remove dirty linen and towels and make bed  Damp dust hard surfaces
  Polish wooden surfaces
  Polish glass and synthetic shiny surfaces   Clean sink and surrounds, replace or wash china and glasses
  Wash and rinse bath and tiles, polish taps and chrome.
  Check soap dispensers
  Polish mirror
  Clean toilet and � ush
  Wash, rinse and dry � oor
  Vacuum

3Open Soft Care packaging along tab & pull out 
dispensing nozzle.

2
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Do not remove bag from 
cardboard box.

1

To open Soft Care dispenser unit press the release 
button at the bottom 
of the unit and pull the top of the cover forward.

Fit cartridge into Soft 
Care dispenser unit 
ensuring the nozzle 
is in place.

4

Close the front 
cover. The unit is 
now ready for use.

5
When cleaning the dispenser,support the front cover withyour �ngertips and wipe in
vertical movements from the bottom to the top to prevent the product from being 
dispensed.

6

How to Replace a Soft Care Line Cartridge
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